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About This Game

Congratulations, warehouse keeper! You've been promoted!

Little Square Things is a Sokoban-like puzzle game. The objective is simple: Move boxes around to cover up some panels.

But this isn't your father's warehouse. In Little Square Things, you are the boxes. All of them. All of the Square Things respond
to your every move, and so it's up to you keep them coordinated, in sync, and in line. Guide them through a series of challenging

(and hazardous!) environments to get those panels covered!

It also draws inspiration from games like Brix and Chip's Challenge. From walls to water, from bullets to buzzsaws -- other
elements either stand in your way or help you out, depending on your perspective. And different Square Things behave

differently. Some follow your commands directly and to the letter, though some slip and slide or laze about until pushed. And
some Square Things have to be sacrificed for the greater good. And if that weren't enough, the geometry itself is an obstacle:

Boards wrap around, and null spaces literally don't exist.

As a master shepherd of sheep and cats alike, you are the Square Things' beacon of hope in these complicated times.

New! Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA) and SoundBlaster support!

With its futuristic 16-color graphics and Musical Instrument Digital Interface, Little Square Things is going to blow you away.
So boot up your i386, tinker with your CONFIG.SYS, and crack your knuckles in preparation for that DOS prompt, because it's

time to play a game! Also, it's 1991!
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Reach for the stars!

As you nab stars, you unlock more levels. Cover your panels to earn stars, and complete levels under a certain number of moves
to earn more.

When you revisit a level, though, you'll find it to be familiar but subtly different. It turns out that you've unlocked another goal
for the level: collecting star shards. The layout's the same, but the tactics are much, much different. You'll have to be prepared

to bend your thinking accordingly.

Content!
The Free to Play version of the game includes 30 levels. "The Whole Thing" DLC adds another 80.
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little square things. the little things australia square. the little things solo square

Really good game and great to play with friends, but it still has a lot of issues the developer needs to fix.

1. I have played with a friend and won all three games, and had highest overall score, yet he got the win in his stats.
2. The game often glitches and I end up with 9 or 10 cards in my hand.
3. We have had games where in our stats, we both got the win, even though clearly one of us had lost by a large margin.
4. Local multiplayer doesn't work, and instead requires both people to be using the same PC, which is just the same as pass and
play.
5. When playing the bots, the scores seem to 'swap'. So for example, I won game 1 with a score of +30, and the bot had -4. After
game 2, the scores had switches, so the bot had +30 for game 1, and I had the score of -4.

The list of issues I keep finding are piling up. These all seem like basic things that should have been noted in testing. I have
unfortunately had to change my recommendation to not recommended, because of them.
If these can be fixed, I would highly recommend this game.. Battlepillars is a cool tug-of-war game that has great value and a
decent spectrum of difficulty (towards the end). It gives you about 10+ hours of content with a few types of challenges for
various campaign levels. The bosses during the later half of the game also require a bit of contemplation and strategizing
because they start becoming a bit more challenging.

As an added bonus, the multiplayer was seamless and I had no issues whatsoever while achievement hunting with a friend.

It's one of the more casual strategy games out there in the same price range but it was definitely quite fun. I definitely
recommend it whether you are buying it for your phone or on Steam.. Shock Absorber
P-DEF 130

Barrier Generator
M-DEF 150

Non-DLC Comparisons...
Hero's Gauntlets
P-DEF 91
M-DEF 39

Amulet of [Element]
[Element] Resist +50

Free-DLC Comparison (requires heavy grinding and farming; possibly in Hard\/Hell only?)...
[2 Opposing Elements] Seal
[Both Elements] Resist +100(!!!). Buy it ONLY ON SALE.
I think more content to a game is always good but the pricing should be a bit more realistic. The content is by the way just more
of what we already had. Which is great if you enjoy the game. Graphics

The game has a nice stylised look, has no configurable settings (like many VR games) it runs at its settings at 90fps
(980 here) absolutly fine and the world looks at the correct scale.

Audio

Music is fiting, sound effects are suited to the title, combat sounds are good too. Music can be muted in the options if
you wish

VR specific

Bots do sometimes seem to be just outside the play area, and im not risking a full power punch to my wall :D
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Game play

You have to hit the bots in the face and with enough speed, this adds to your combo and is the main way off racking up
a high score. It rates as high if not higher than holopoint for intensity, this will definatly work your back arms and
shoulders well and would suit for a VR fitness routine.

Overall

The core game play is in place, works and is rather fun (you must try something in VR you cant judge on looks). I have
played quite a few times and my arms and shoulders are getting a real nice workout. Its priced perfectly and the devs
put a lot of detail into their launch post, so I expect more things to be added in the future (Power ups changed Space
Pirate Trainers gameplay in a big way, heres hoping you take notes :D)

TL;DR Wave based Puncher that will be a perfect addition to your VR library. If you were a fan of the original Myst
games you may find satisfaction in the continuation of the story and the reverance that the developers hold for the
source material and interface style. Myst V does not hold your hand however, and the difficulty is rather high. In my
play session I was unable to find my way out of the first room you start in after the opening cinematic. If that is any
indication of the difficulty throughout the game, you may want to make sure you have a walkthrough handy. In the
end, Myst V delivers what it promises and is a worthwhile purchase for fans of the original series or adventure
gamers.. It's addicting at first but eventually gets boring.. Good, creative puzzle game. Admirable how it communicates
its rules without words, even when making you figure out how the controls work. Not too long.. interesting concept let
down by the length and the limited choices and minimal achivments ,im a little disappointed because there was great
potential and Dharker Studio has far as im conserned a good rep especially with games like beach bounce
 this game may be woth a go its you can get on a massive sale .
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This game is a good game but it has quite a few problems. Like crashes. But that not a reason to not play it. It is a really fun
game.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtKv2dxuxx8

Diet System Shock 2.. If nothing else, play this game for the soundtrack, which is worth the price of admission. The brain-
wracking gameplay is a nice bonus.. Another very nice strategy game, by B.G.G. I am loving this guy's work, of taking modern
boardgame mechanics and applying them to a video game interface, without making the experience overburdened with
animations. There are also legacy-unlocks and daily challenges that keep the game fresh and interesting. I play these games for
hours at a time, and they do not get old for me.

I enjoyed this game on ubuntu linux 18.10, with radeon mesa drivers. This is an entirely mouse-driven game, running the Unity
Game Engine, with a 200MB install size. I had no technical problems at all. I highly recommend these games to all boardgame
fans.. simple rogue like dungen crawler game where you roam from room to room defeating monsters. what seemed peculiar
about the game - first, rooms looks: all rooms are square, so the game takes 60-70% of screen space, but it adds some visual
symmetry. second - you can have pets in a game, in addition to upgrades every game seem to have, you can have lots of pets
following you and helping you to defeat enemies. graphics is made really simple, but this is not a kind of game where we really
need lots of complicated graphics - i recommend for those who like to play rogue-like games.. My favourite Total War game of
all time.. Overall: 3/10 - Not what I was hoping for.

Problems: Lack of economy, tons of micromanaging, not very realistic.

I love sim games, this one is far from one. It has a very noticeable lack of economy compared to other business sims. This leaves
it with only so much depth. The realism of crop growth is also non-existant. Maize/Corn for example does not grow well in
America. But what the game lacks in realism and depth, it makes up for in micromanaging! For crops, you buy/rent a plot of
land, plough, plant, choose to pesticide or not (not sure the point of pesticiding in this game), and wait several minutes on full
speed for the game to go through a couple months until you can tell it to harvest the crop. Then you can goto the market and sell
it for a seemingly rock bottom price or hire the salesman to sell it for a slightly higher price, but then it might not sell, or take
over a year perhaps. Then you do the same to the next field and so on, don't forget to plough and order seeds again after
harvesting, nothing is done for you.

I think the animals are bugged, at least I hope it's a bug and not part of the design. You have to 'raise' them from infants to
adults, and then butcher them or just out-right sell them. They seem to continually grow, or rather keep their numbers up even
during the butchering, but if they get too old you're stuck with them for a few years without anyway to sell them short of
demolishing the entire building, which is certainly an option. I'm not really sure the point of the animals in this game but they
sure do bring in money.

It's hard to say if this is a finished game, hopefully they're still working on it since it feels more like a pre-release alpha game in
development. I was hoping this would be a remake of an old classic, but sadly it isn't even close because of the lack of
complexity. It's more like a game you would expect to see online but with a total lack of quality graphics.

ver 03/12/2019 - Slight tweaks:
First, the official release date's going to be postponed for a few months. At some point, we're going to start casting an even
wider net for feedback; and we want to allow some time for that.

That's good news, mostly, because the paid part of the game is discounted during Early Access. Hooray!

Second, this version includes:

 Title screen animation

 Menu layouts matching features to be included, even if just as placeholders

 Reintroduced Achievements to the Level Select screen, as a way of collecting all of your level goals in one place.
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 Minor bug fixes

That's it for now.. v. "04/20/2019" -- The "not much to say" update:
Hardly noteworthy, though some were fan suggestions.

 You can now move while "fast forwarding" (TAB or button RT by default) by holding a direction. You'll basically zip
across the screen, which is good when you know where you're going.

 Preference for music volume actually saves now. Imagine that!

 Fixed some issues with the title screen "animation" when invoking and canceling out of the title menu in wonky ways.

 Fixed some issues with the app icons.

 Tweaked some of the music in the later worlds.

. v. "04/14/2019" -- Some Shard Stars' tweaks and slightly more:
To grab the third star in the level, you've got to get the first one and then revisit. For these stars, ideally,

 There should be a twist. You shouldn't have to repeat most of the steps needed to beat the level in the first place.

 It shouldn't just be a matter of waltzing into the level and grabbing them a few steps from the start.

That's the design goal of the Shard Star: an interesting twist on the existing level. You know, something that's (a) interesting, and
(b) a twist. There were a few levels where that whole thing could be improved. So it was improved. Most noticeable in levels
2-9, 3-6, 3-10, 4-4, 6-7, 7-3, 8-2, 9-6.

Some levels' values for Par Stars were also balanced, mostly with more relaxed move requirements.

Also, squares look in the direction they're moving. It's actually ever so slightly helpful.

Next on the horizon:

 Even more expressive squares!

 Displaying your personal best "score" (number of moves) for each level. Beat yourself!

 The story and ending(s).

 Oh, and the full game available in... some capacity, somehow, for public consumption.

Happy squaring!. Quick patch: version "02/21/2019 21:45:44":
Version "02/21/2019 21:45:44" (on the BIOS) is up. It'll be 22:03:03 for insiders.

A few minor changes/fixes:

 Increased the difficulty of a few of the Shard Stars (the "third star" that becomes available when a level is cleared). See
2-3, "The Squareshank Shapedemption", for one example.

One reason for this is that, in some levels, the shards might be way too easy to collect because the level layout doesn't
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call for any sort of challenging ways to place them. Easy is fine once in a while, because some levels are hard enough
that clearing them in the first place makes you deserving of more stars. And a break!

But there shouldn't be many cases of "just enter the level again and grab the shards because they're just right there,"
because that would defeat the purpose.

 Fixed a crash that occurs clearing 3-10, because 4-1 doesn't exist in the "shareware" version. If you encountered this,
the game shouldn't think that you're on 4-1 any longer, and you should be able to play again. Please leave a comment if it
still does.

 Removed the splash screen, because the DOS bootup screen is basically one anyway. Credits and "Special Thanks" will
be given in-game soon.

 On selecting "Play", the game now takes you straight to the last level you were on... at least for now. Because loading
the level select screen too quickly after just launching the game causes crashing, and we haven't pinpointed the issue just
yet. We'll be fixing it "for real," of course, but in the meantime you we think you should have as bug-free an experience
as possible. Plus, you're getting to the action a fraction of a second earlier!

 Clearing a level takes you back to the Level Select screen, with the next level highlighted. This is more intuitive than the
"Where next?" menu while also giving a clear-cut way to allow you to re-enter a level, or choose another one, pretty
quickly.

Making sure that the game is actually playable -- cutting out those crashes -- is still top priority. We don't want to release any
paid content until those are fixed. Because even though we're still in Early Access, it's simply not fair to pay for something that
doesn't work like it should.

There will be incremental updates even when those aren't fixed, though, because we don't want to hold back what will at least be
in the free version. In the works are some graphical updates and music. Along with some of your feature suggestions... so keep
those coming!. ...loud and clear!:
Thank you for your participation in Square Things's Early Access! In the span of just a day or so, we've received quite a few
great suggestions and insightful comments. They're already shaping development.

And that's what Early Access is all about. Your feedback is invaluable. Please, keep it up! You can find the discussion board 
right here.

The game is meant to be accessible to a broad audience, and so we welcome your broad-based feedback from your many
different perspectives. Even slight adjustments can have a significant impact on user experience. So do grandiose ideas.

And so do bug reports.

There's a nasty bug in particular. There have been reports that the game can crash, mostly when the game is launched for the
very first time. (Though in those cases, it seems to work as expected the second time around.) If you experience a crash, please
drop us a line. Your reports on when and where crashes happen will help isolate the problem and get it fixed.

You can expect to have the first update in your hands soon. Of course, fixing that bothersome crashing issue is top priority. That
means that the very first update to be pushed out probably won't be super flashy. But flashiness is in the queue for future
updates.

Thanks again!. The DLC's up. But PLEASE read before checking it out!:
Full disclosure.
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The DLC has been released, but keep in mind that it's DLC for a game that's still in Early Access. The base game may have
bugs associated with reading the DLC in the first place.

We'd recommend holding off on purchasing until it's confirmed to, you know, actually work.. HEY, LISTEN: Little Square
Things is now COMPLETELY FREE! Tell everyone! :
Little Square Things is now completely free!

Well, let's call it "go tell all of your friends and leave a review if you like it"ware.

Many of you were already "grandfathered in" to the full version, but many were not.

Why the change?
The major reason is that the money is a "nice to have" but ultimately conflicts with my primary goal: getting it out there. In my
day job, I make a good part of my living proliferating knowledge.

Similarly, Little Square Things is a passion project at its core, and ultimately I want it to be accessible. I want you to be able to
enjoy it as much as I do. So, please do. No strings attached.

Additionally, many of the tools that I use to make the game, levels, graphics and music -- among them are GIMP
[www.gimp.org], Haxe[haxe.org], Tiled[www.mapeditor.org], and OpenMPT[openmpt.org] -- are also free. It just makes sense
to make this game free, too.

There have also been some bumps in the pay model. First, DLC flat-out didn't work. Then, a nasty bug within Steam that made
the full version free anyway[www.steamgifts.com] -- which is essentially the straw that broke the camel's back.

Also, marketing is just the worst.

What's the catch?
None, but I humbly request that, if you like the game, you spread the word about it and leave a review.

What if I've already bought the game?
If you'd like a refund, the official channels work best. Steam's refund policy is here: 
https://store.steampowered.com/steam_refunds/

If that doesn't work, please contact me directly and we can work it out.

You've got the option to save it as a "donation" of sorts, but your under no obligation to do so.

Does this mean that you're abandoning the project?
Not at all. I also plan to release it out of Early Access in a timely manner. This doesn't change the (albeit very loose already)
schedule.

Any future plans for monetization?
The base game, the set of 111 levels, is and will continue to be free. There may be level expansion packs in the future, and those
may or may not be paid DLC. Ive also talked about additional game modes, like mini games and level editors, which may or
may not be paid extras.

That's it! Go enjoy! And please contact me if you run into any problems, and leave feedback, comments, and... reviews.
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